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Culver City Community Development Plan

1976

while the rate of urbanisation in the developing world has increased
dramatically over the past 20 years governments capacity to support urban
growth has in many cases failed to keep up with this trend non governmental
organisations working in the field have long advocated community management of
the urban environment as the best solution to this problem and there is now a
growing consensus that the answer does indeed lie with local communities yet
there is still little understanding of what constitutes meaningful and
effective community participation or how it may be achieved in such a complex
operating environment sharing the city gives a comprehensive account of urban
community participation both in theory and practice it first presents a wide
ranging analysis of the issues and develops a participatory framework for urban
management using case studies and existing examples from around the world and
drawing on lessons learned from previous experience it then develops the theory
into a practical working model effective participatory urban management calls
for a fundamental rethink on the part of all the actors involved from local
authorities and development agencies through local and international ngos to
the community based organisations and the communities themselves in redefining
their roles and relationships sharing the city presents a new and radically
different yet viable and effective approach to the concept of urban management

Sharing the City

2013-11-05

the eminent contributors to this volume offer a four part analysis of central
asia s new importance in world affairs since the distingration of the soviet
union

Oversight on the Community Development Block Grant
Program in the City of Philadelphia

1986

this book represents the culmination of several years of research on community
politics in new york city

Community Power in a Postreform City

2007

leading housing scholars and practitioners provide a comprehensive up to date
description and analysis of housing and community development policy as they
examine one of america s largest and most important cities throughout the
nation s history new york city has been at the forefront of housing policy
creativity and innovation as the federal government s role in social policy
continues to shrink and authority devolves to local governments the focus in
urban policy turns to america s cities new york city s experience provides
useful lessons for other municipalities on both the opportunities and pitfalls
for government intervention in the housing market housing and community
development in new york city comprehensively explores a full range of policy
issues including the analysis of current housing problems and demographics
examination of federally supported housing assistance programs such as public
housing and section 8 scrutiny of the city s response to homelessness and the
abandonment of private sector housing and a look at new york s innovative
program to rebuild neighborhoods with public private partnerships contributors
include victor bach frank p braconi dennis culhane paula galowitz steve metraux
peter d salins benjamin p scafidi michael h schill alex schwartz philip
thompson avis vidal susan wachter and kathryn wylde

Community Power in a Postreform City

2019-07-26

community gardening is as much about community as it is gardening and compared
to growing plants cultivating community is far more difficult in community
gardening in an unlikely city the struggle to grow together in las vegas



schafer documents his time as a member of a fledgling las vegas community
garden and the process through which a rotating group of gardeners try to forge
community he demonstrates the ways in which choices gardeners make about what
goals to pursue or who belongs or what story to tell about their collective
efforts influence how they and others experience and interpret the garden the
garden culture that emerges over time shapes how or whether community is
practiced at the garden and has important consequences for the gardeners
abilities to connect with the low income black and latinx community in which it
is located schafer s analysis provides important insights about urban culture
the environment and food justice in the american southwest and a sober look
into the often messy process and practice of community

Housing and Community Development in New York City

1999-01-28

the stories of building the black beach community of ocean city north carolina
shares a provocative story about a small black beach community on north topsail
island north carolina hope jackson argues that stories like these not only
offer a rich untold perspective about black lives but also shares the depth of
this black community despite originating under the threat of violence in the
segregated south brick by brick acknowledges the defiance of a group of black
individuals who collectively provided a recreational oceanfront haven these
radical black folks created a safe harbor for blacks to visit live worship and
recreate in the midst of de facto segregation the author reveals an embedded
narrative which highlights the rebelliousness of ocean city women s strategic
mothering jackson shares how the impact of this location extended beyond a
vacation by creating christian worship opportunities and an episcopal summer
youth camp for black youth the ocean city stories remind readers that despite
jim crow s demise the need for a safe recreational space remains necessary for
black people in today s society

Community Gardening in an Unlikely City

2020-12-10

provides a rich prism through which to explore the social economic and
political development of black cincinnati these studies offer insight into both
the dynamics of racism and a community s changing responses to it peter
rachleff author of black labor in richmond

Self and Community in the City

1982

for more than one hundred years governments have grappled with the complex
problem of how to revitalize distressed urban areas in 1995 the original urban
empowerment zones atlanta baltimore chicago detroit new york and philadelphia
each received a 100 million federal block grant and access to a variety of
market oriented policy tools to support the implementation of a ten year
strategic plan to increase economic opportunities and promote sustainable
community development in high poverty neighborhoods in collaborative governance
for urban revitalization michael j rich and robert p stoker confront the puzzle
of why the outcomes achieved by the original empowerment zones varied so widely
given that each city had the same set of federal policy tools and resources and
comparable neighborhood characteristics the authors analysis based on more than
ten years of field research in atlanta and baltimore and extensive empirical
analysis of ez processes and outcomes in all six cities shows that
revitalization outcomes are best explained by the quality of local governance
good local governance makes positive contributions to revitalization efforts
while poor local governance retards progress while policy design and contextual
factors are important how cities craft and carry out their strategies are
critical determinants of successful revitalization rich and stoker find that
good governance is often founded on public private cooperation a stance that
argues against both the strongest critics of neoliberalism who see private
enterprise as dangerous in principle and the strongest opponents of liberalism
who would like to reduce the role of government



The Stories of Building the Black Beach Community of
Ocean City, North Carolina

2021-11-16

metrospiritual the geography of church planting is about church planting in the
city there is an outpouring of new expressions of church being started
throughout metro areas across north america where are these new churches being
started maybe a more subterranean question is why why are churches being
started where they are and why is there is a bias towards one part of the city
and an overall neglect of other parts metrospiritual explores these questions
and more as it builds off of recent research and surveys of hundreds of church
planters in seven large cities in the united states and canada there is a
deeper look at pivotal issues such as gentrification the creative class
community transformation urban renewal and the role new churches play in all of
these

The City as a Community

1970

barriers to community mental health centers such as stigma waiting lists
prevent youth from receiving necessary services providing mental health
services to youth where they are identifies the reform that is needed in
children s mental health service as the issues of systems of mental health care
have received increased attention so has the recognition of the benefits of
providing services to youth where they are that is in natural settings such as
home or school principles to include in systems of mental health care for youth
are as equally important as actually reaching the youth involvement of families
school staff community leaders and clergy the development of programs are
matched to the developmental cultural and other needs of youth in a community
so they mesh with existing services this book describes how these principles
play out in school home and community based mental health programs for youth

Take Over the City: Community Struggle in Italy

1973

this book considers twentieth and twenty first century literary and cultural
formations of the postcolonial city and the constitution of new subjects within
it varma offers a reading of both historical and contemporary debates on
urbanism through the filter of postcolonial fictions and the cultural fields
surrounding and containing them in particular she presents a representational
history of london nairobi and bombay in the twentieth and twenty first
centuries and engages three key theoretical frameworks the city within
postcolonial theory and culture its troubled salience in the construction of
postcolonial public spheres and identities from local rural ethnic tribal and
regional to national cosmopolitan and transnational subjects and spaces
postcolonial fictions as constituting a new world literary space and as a site
of the articulation of contending narratives of urban space global culture and
postcolonial development and postcolonial feminist citizenship as a universal
political project challenging current neo liberal and post neo liberal
contractions and eviscerations of public spaces and rights

Race and the City

1993

today s local governments are under great pressure to provide services faster
cheaper and in more customized ways while meeting stringent standards for
financial and performance accountability these trends coupled with a growing
distrust of public institutions suggest that local governments have much to
gain from effective communication with citizens about service delivery costs
processes and priorities because resource allocation issues are very important
to citizens the budget document is an ideal platform for presenting that
information the budget as a communication tool discusses some of the challenges
and drawbacks that often accompany attempts to usefully engage citizens in the
budget process and it provides several examples of simple but effective
presentations of the information necessary to promote effective citizen
understanding of and participation in the budget process



Collaborative Governance for Urban Revitalization

2014-05-29

elana shohamy is a professor and chair of the language education program at the
school of education tel aviv university where she teaches researches and writes
about multiple issues relating to multilingualism language policy language
testing and language in the public space

Metrospiritual

2011-02-24

this book focuses on the crises faced by the urban poor in developing countries
where mass migration into the cities poses massive infrastructural problems
resulting in insufficient food supply poor health and living conditions and
inadequate sanitation systems through case studies and other data the editors
examine aspects of urban poverty and suggest public health programs and
intervention by international agencies field workers health policymakers and
development researchers will value this insightful study

Providing Mental Health Servies to Youth Where They
Are

2013-08-21

since the 1950s and the advance of urban renewal local governments and urban
policy have focused heavily on the central business district however such
development has all but ignored the inner city neighborhoods that continue to
struggle in the shadows of high rise america this analysis of urban
neighborhoods in the united states from 1960 to 1995 presents fifteen essays by
scholars of urban planning and development together they show how urban
neighborhoods can and must be preserved as economic cultural and political
centers

The Drug Problem in Sioux City--a Multistate Approach
to Drug Control

1990

legendary rome is the first book to offer a comparative treatment of the
reinvention of rome s origins in the poetry of vergil tibullus and propertius
it also examines the impact that the changing topography of rome as
orchestrated by the emperor augustus had on those poets renditions of rome s
legendary past when the poets explore the significance of augustus
reconstruction of the palatine and capitoline hills they create new meaning and
memories for the story of rome s legendary foundations as the tradition of rome
s mythic and legendary origins evolves through each poetic revision the past
transforms and is reinvented anew the exploration of what constitutes a
civilised landscape for each poet leads to significant conclusions about the
dynamic and evolving nature of shared public memories written when rome was in
the process of defining a new post war identity the poems studied here capture
the growing tension between community and individual development the
restoration of peace versus expansion through military means and stability and
change within the city

The Postcolonial City and its Subjects

2011-08-05

how can a society prevent not deter not punish but prevent crime criminal
justice prevention commonly called crime control aims to prevent crime after an
initial offence has been commited through anything from an arrest to a death
penalty sentence these traditional means have been frequently examined and
their efficacy just as frequently questioned promising new forms of crime
prevention have emerged and expanded as important components of an overall
strategy to reduce crime crime prevention today has developed along three lines
interventions to improve the life chances of children and prevent them from
embarking on a life of crime programs and policies designed to ameliorate the



social conditions and institutions that influence offending and the
modification or manipulation of the physical environment products or systems to
reduce everyday opportunities for crime each strategy aims at preventing crime
or criminal offending in the first instance before the act has been committed
each importantly takes place outside of the formal criminal justice system
representing an alternative perhaps even socially progressive way to reduce
crime the oxford handbook of crime prevention is a comprehensive up to date and
authoritative review of research on crime prevention bringing together top
scholars in criminology public policy psychology and sociology this handbook
includes critical reviews of the main theories that form the basis of crime
prevention evidence based assessments of the effectiveness of the most
important interventions and cross cutting essays that examine implementation
evaluation methodology and public policy covering the three major crime
prevention strategies active today developmental community and situational this
definitive volume addresses seriously and critically the ways in which the
united states and the western world have attempted and should continue to
strive for the of crime

The classical review

1897

this volume envisions social practices surrounding mosques shrines and public
spaces in urban contexts as a window on the diverse ways in which muslims in
different regional and historical settings imagine experience and inhabit
places and spaces as sacred unlike most studies on muslim communities this
volume focuses on cultural material and sensuous practices and urban everyday
experience drawing on a range of analytical perspectives the contributions
examine spatial practices in muslim societies from an interdisciplinary
perspective an approach which has been widely neglected both in islamic studies
and social sciences

The Budget As A Communication Tool

2013-07-01

personal passenger safety in railway stations oral and written evidence oral
evidence taken on wednesday 19 april 2006

Linguistic Landscape in the City

2010

gutter feelings pip wilson has been on the frontline of youth work for many
years including much intensive work and love for young offenders he feels with
the gutter feelings of the toughest of teenage gangs and wants at the same time
to disturb the comfortable and comfort the disturbed this is a book about
putting christian principles into practice and living it out the failure the
hurt the wounds and the hope it is a faith journey of a human being becoming

In the Shadow of the City

1988

this comprehensive collection contributes to advances and consolidates
discussions of the range of research methods in criminology through the
presentation of diverse international case studies in which contributors
reflect upon their experiences with powerless and powerful individuals or
groups

Revitalizing Urban Neighborhoods

1996

community developer and urban activist robert d lupton looks to the old
testament example of nehemiah as a role model for community transformation and
renewal



Legendary Rome

2013-11-20

an exemplary study focussing on the corinthian correspondence of the social
ethos of early christian teaching and its development

The Oxford Handbook of Crime Prevention

2012-02-24

helicopters patrolled low over the city filming blocks of burning cars and
buildings mobs breaking into storefronts and the vicious beating of truck
driver reginald denny for a week in april 1992 los angeles transformed into a
cityscape of rage purportedly due to the exoneration of four policemen who had
beaten rodney king it should be no surprise that such intense anger erupted
from something deeper than a single incident in the contested murder of latasha
harlins brenda stevenson tells the dramatic story of an earlier trial a turning
point on the road to the 1992 riot on march 16 1991 fifteen year old latasha
harlins an african american who lived locally entered the empire liquor market
at 9172 south figueroa street in south central los angeles behind the counter
was a korean woman named soon ja du latasha walked to the refrigerator cases in
the back took a bottle of orange juice put it in her backpack and approached
the cash register with two dollar bills in her hand the price of the juice
moments later she was face down on the floor with a bullet hole in the back of
her head shot dead by du joyce karlin a jewish superior court judge appointed
by republican governor pete wilson presided over the resulting manslaughter
trial a jury convicted du but karlin sentenced her only to probation community
service and a 500 fine the author meticulously reconstructs these events and
their aftermath showing how they set the stage for the explosion in 1992 an
accomplished historian at ucla stevenson explores the lives of each of these
three women harlins du and karlin and their very different worlds in rich
detail through the three women she not only reveals the human reality and
social repercussions of this triangular collision she also provides a deep
history of immigration ethnicity and gender in modern america massively
researched deftly written the contested murder of latasha harlins will reshape
our understanding of race ethnicity gender and above all justice in modern
america

Prayer in the City

2014-03-31

integrating topics in urban development real estate higher education
administration urban design and campus landscape architecture this is the first
book to explore the role of the university as developer accessible and clearly
written and including contributions from authorities in a wide range of related
areas it offers a rich array of case studies and analyses that clarify the
important roles that universities play in the growth and development of cities
the cases describe a host of university practices community responses and
policy initiatives surrounding university real estate development through a
careful blending of academic analysis and practical hands on administrative and
political information the book charts new ground in the study of the university
and the city

Personal Passenger Safety in Railway Stations

2006-05-25

managing television news provides a practical introduction to the television
news producer one of the most significant and influential roles in a newscast
recognizing the need for formal training in this key role authors b william
silcock don heider and mary t rogus have combined their expertise and
experience to shape this essential resource on the responsibilities demands and
rewards of the news producer position their book provides a strategic approach
to producing newscasts and serves as an in depth guide to creating quality
audience friendly newscasts working within the realistic limitations of most
newsrooms it helps the student and the professional producer sort through the
various deadline driven challenges of creating a 30 minute newscast filled with
real world examples and advice from news directors producers and anchors
currently in the business and photographs illustrating the varied perspectives



in the position managing television news provides critical skill sets to help
resolve ethical dilemmas as well as keen and fresh insights on how to win the
ratings without compromising news quality career concerns are also addressed
this resource is a pioneering book for the professional television newsroom and
the individual reader interested in starting or expanding a producing career it
is an excellent text for the college classroom as its structure fits neatly
into a semester schedule and it is a must have resource for both seasoned and
novice producers as well as students in broadcast news

Gutter Feelings

2012-08-15

drawing on the tools of game design to fix democracy anyone who has ever been
to a public hearing or community meeting would agree that participatory
democracy can be boring hours of repetitive presentations alternatingly
alarmist or complacent for or against accompanied by constant heckling often
with no clear outcome or decision is this the best democracy can offer in
making democracy fun josh lerner offers a novel solution for the sad state of
our deliberative democracy the power of good game design what if public
meetings featured competition and collaboration such as team challenges clear
rules presented and modeled in multiple ways measurable progress such as scores
and levels and engaging sounds and visuals these game mechanics would make
meetings more effective and more enjoyable even fun lerner reports that
institutions as diverse as the united nations the u s army and grassroots
community groups are already using games and game like processes to encourage
participation drawing on more than a decade of practical experience and
extensive research he explains how games have been integrated into a variety of
public programs in north and south america he offers rich stories of game
techniques in action in children s councils social service programs and
participatory budgeting and planning with these real world examples in mind
lerner describes five kinds of games and twenty six game mechanics that are
especially relevant for democracy he finds that when governments and
organizations use games and design their programs to be more like games public
participation becomes more attractive effective and transparent game design can
make democracy fun and make it work

Reflexivity in Criminological Research

2014-10-06

noted scholar lois weis first visited the town of freeway in her 1990 book
working class without work in that book we met the students and teachers of
freeway s high school to understand how these working class folks made sense of
their lives now fifteen years later weis has gone back to freeway for class
reunion this time her focus is on the now grown up students who are for the
most part still working class and now struggling to survive the challenges of
the global economy class reunion is a rare and valuable longitudinal
ethnographic study that provides powerful provocative insight into how the
lives of these men and women have changed over the last two decades and what
their prospects might be for the future
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2005-07-08
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